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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

 This appeal challenges the arbitratorʼs award on the basis that he 

exceeded his authority and that he further refused to hear evidence relevant to 

claims that the attorneys of Davis & Feder, P.A. (“Davis & Feder”) were 

professionally negligent as a matter of law in the handling of claims by Paige 

Electric, LLC (“Paige Electric”) for the recovery of Two Hundred Seventy-One 

Thousand Three Hundred Sixty-four and 22/100 Dollars. ($271,364.22) in unpaid 

electrical contracting services. 

 Further, Paige Electric appeals the Circuit Courtʼs denial of its Motion to 

declare the underlying arbitration clause void, or alternatively to sever for trial 

those claims that were not subject to the arbitration clause. 

 Additionally, Paige Electric alleges that in this instance the arbitration 

clause in the Retainer Agreement is void against both public policy and the 

Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct, as Davis & Feder breached its 

fiduciary duties through its failure to explain and discuss with Paige Electric the 

constitutional rights that are waived through arbitration, the arbitration process 

and limited challenges to an award, and the actual costs that could be incurred 

through arbitration. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This appeal arises from claims by Paige Electric against the law firm of 

Davis & Feder that allege the law firm was professionally negligent as a matter of 

law in its handling of a commercial construction claim and that the law firm also 

violated its duties to Paige Electric under the Mississippi Rules of Professional 

Conduct. 

In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, Paige Electric contracted with 

Southern Construction Services, Inc. (“Southern Construction”), a Florida 

corporation owned and controlled by Domingo Castro, a Florida resident, to 

provide electrical contracting on all of Southern Constructionʼs projects. As part of 

this agreement, Paige Electricʼs owner was hired by Southern Construction as its 

general supervisor due to his certification in building construction and electrical 

contracting. 

Ultimately, Southern Construction failed to pay Paige Electric on its last 

project at The Studio Inn, owned by Hancock Hotels of Mississippi, Inc. 

(“Hancock Hotels”), with whom Paige Electric had dealt directly and taken orders 

during the renovation of the hotel. Collecting the unpaid balance of $271,364.22 

proved futile, Jerry Paige retained Davis & Feder to handle his claims. David 

Brisolara was the associate attorney assigned to this case, and he undertook to 

pursue two separate claims from the recovery of the unpaid balance. First, he 

filed a collection suit against Southern Construction, and second he elected to 

seek a lien pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. § 85-7-131 against the property owner 
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Hancock Hotels. Ultimately, Brisolara obtain a default judgment on the collection 

suit, which proved worthless due to the fact that Brisolara was not diligent in 

obtaining the default judgment during a time in which Southern Construction still 

had assets that could be garnished. In regard to the claims against the hotel 

owner, Brisolara did not disclose to Paige Electric that he was not actively 

prosecuting the lien claim. On the contrary, Brisolara continue to represent to 

Paige Electric through December 2008 that a valid lien had been placed on the 

hotel property. Brisolara also failed disclose that the statute of limitations would 

bar the lien claim after June 2007, which ultimately barred Paige Electricʼs lien 

claim. 

Jerry Paige initially became aware during March 2013 that contrary to 

Brisolaraʼs repeated representations, no lien had been placed on the hotel 

property in Hancock County. Discovery triggered further investigation, which 

indicated that Davis & Feder had committed legal malpractice in the handling of 

Paige Electricʼs claims. After attempts to resolve these claims directly with Davis 

& Feder, Paige Electric filed suit on the malpractice claims in the Harrison County 

Circuit Court on January 16, 2014. 

 Davis & Feder initially attempted to dismiss the case pursuant to Rule 

12(b)(6) of the Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure. Ultimately, it was agreed that 

Paige Electric could amended its complaint. During late May 2014, Jerry Paige 

located the Retainer Agreement with Davis & Feder for the prosecution of the 

collection claims against Southern Construction and its owner, which was a pre-
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printed, form employment contract used by Davis & Feder for personal injury 

claims. The Retainer Agreement contained an inconspicuous arbitration clause, 

which Brisolara did not discuss with Paige.  

After Paige Electric voluntarily produced the Retainer Agreement, counsel 

for Davis & Feder sought to refer the case to arbitration. During those 

discussions in June 2014, Paige Electric inquired if there were any additional 

contracts governing the claims filed against the hotel owner. In response, , it was 

represented to me by defense counsel that the Retainer Agreement was the only 

contract or memorandum concerning the terms of Davis & Federʼs representation 

of Paige Electric. Based upon these representations by defense counsel, Paige 

Electric consented to arbitration. Subsequently during February 2009, Davis & 

Feder produced Brisolaraʼs March 16, 2007 notes, which disclosed that the 

claims against the hotel owner were subject to a second contract based upon the 

payment of an hourly. This delay in the production of these notes precluded a 

timely challenge to the arbitration of these claims. It also invalidated consent to 

the arbitration of these claims. 

 Although the case was referred to arbitration on June 9, 2009, Davis & 

Feder did not locate an arbitrator in Mississippi that it would agree to until 

October 2009. Based upon recommendation by Davis & Federʼs attorneys, 

William Larry Latham was appointed to arbitrate this dispute. Trial was set for 

May 27, 2015, and a three-day trial on these claims was conducted in Gulfport. 
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 At the conclusion of the trial, the arbitrator advised respective counsel that 

a detailed opinion would costs at least $10,000. At this point, the arbitration 

proceedings had cost roughly $15,000. Faced with the requirement of submitting 

an additional deposit to the arbitrator, the Parties agreed that the arbitrator could 

submit an award that simply stated the relief that was granted. On July 23, 2015, 

the arbitrator issued his award, which deny any relief to Paige Electric.  

 On July 29, 2015, Davis & Feder moved the Circuit Court to confirm the 

arbitratorʼs award. In response, Paige Electric moved that motion to confirmed be 

held in abeyance in order for it to proper respond to the motion. Thereafter, leave 

was granted and Paige Electric filed its Motion to Declare Arbitration Clause Void 

or Alternatively to Sever Lien Claims for Trial [Dkt. # 58] and Motion to Vacate 

Arbitration Award [Dkt. # 61]. A hearing on the Partiesʼ respective Motions was 

conducted on October 30, 2015. The Circuit Court ordered the confirmation of the 

arbitratorʼs award and denied Paige Electric relief on any of its Motions. On the 

same day, Paige Electric filed its notice of appeal. 

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

Paige Electric is a limited liability company that is owned entirely by Jerry 

Paige, who is a certified electrician. Mr. Paige also holds Certifications of 

Responsibility for Electrical Work and Building Construction by the Mississippi 

Board of Contractors. Paige Electric primarily works as an electrical contractor for 

commercial and government entities. 
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In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, Paige Electric provided electrical 

contracting to various hotels, business and government agencies. While working 

at a hotel in Biloxi during late 2005, Jerry Paige was approached to perform 

electrical contracting work by representatives of Southern Construction. Southern 

Construction had deployed to the Mississippi Gulf Coast during late 2005 in order 

to repair hurricane damage to local hotels and other facilities. After learning that 

Paige had certification as an electrical contractor, Southern Constructionʼs 

managers asked if he was interested in doing all of their electrical work on the 

Mississippi Gulf Coast.  

Southern Construction subsequently offered to employ Paige personally 

as their general supervisor if he would obtain certification in building construction. 

As part of this agreement, Paige Electric would work independently of Southern 

Construction and provide electrical contracting on all of Southern Constructionʼs 

projects. Paige accepted this offer and applied for the building construction 

Certificate of Responsibility during November 2005, which was issued during 

January 2006. Thereafter Paige was employed as Southern Constructionʼs 

general supervisor in the rebuilding of roughly ten damaged hotels in Harrison 

County, with Paige Electric being the electrical contractor on these projects. 

 Concurrently with its work on the Mississippi Gulf Coast, Southern 

Construction negotiated an agreement during November 2005 with Hancock 

Hotels for the repair and renovation of The Studio Inn motel in Bay St. Louis. This 

agreement was formalized in a document titled “Construction Agreement, Lease 
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and Option to Purchase” that was signed by Hancock Hotels and Southern 

Construction on December 7, 2005.1 This contract granted Southern Construction 

extensive authority to act on behalf of the owner Hancock Hotels, including the 

authority to receive direct payment of the insurance benefits and retain any 

payments exceeding the renovation costs. Southern Construction was also given 

a 10-year lease on the property for $35,000 per month commencing on 

December 15, 2005, along with a 10-year option to buy the property for the sum 

of $6 million. Concurrent with the execution of the Construction Agreement, 

Lease and Option to Purchase, Hancock Hotels executed a $3 million deed of 

trust to Southern Construction,2 although there no evidence that any 

consideration was paid or tendered by Southern Construction for the deed of 

trust. Ultimately, various disputes arose between Hancock Hotels and Southern 

Construction, although the relationship continued through 2008. On September 6, 

2008, Southern Construction released its deed of trust on the hotel property. 

These parties concurrently cancelled the Construction Agreement, Lease and 

Option and executed a Mutual Release.3 

 The Construction Agreement only specifies that Southern Construction is 

to repair the hotel facility to the condition as it existed on August 28, 2005, and 

that the renovation were to be compliant with prior franchise requirements. 

Beyond that, Hancock Hotels did not provide any plans or details concerning the 

work to be performed by Southern Construction. When Hancock Hotelsʼ grant of 
                                                
1  See Record Excerpt (“RE”) # 13, pp. 382-387. 
2  See RE # 13, pp. 388-389. 
3  See RE # 12, pp. 235-241. 
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authority is considered in its entirety, the contract appears to establish Southern 

Construction as the construction manager or the ownerʼs agent responsible for 

rebuilding The Studio Inn. This reinforced by the fact that during the course of the 

work at The Studio Inn, Southern Construction did not maintain any of its own 

employees on-site to provide work of any nature or to oversee the construction 

work except Jerry Paige, who was employed as the general supervisor and 

Southern Constructionʼs qualifying party for certification in building construction.  

On December 20, 2005, Paige Electric submitted an initial quote for the 

restoration of the electrical service at The Studio Inn, which totaled $212,784.75. 

The City of Bay St. Louis subsequently determined that all wiring must be 

removed and the entire facility rewired. Ultimately, Paige Electric billed a total of 

$442,997.58 for rewiring The Studio Inn. Southern Construction only paid 

$171,633.16 of Paige Electricʼs total bill. Hancock Hotels did not make any 

payments on Paige Electricʼs work. There was no dispute by party concerning 

Paige Electricʼs bill for this electrical work, and both Southern Construction and 

Hancock Hotels also accepted Paige Electricʼs work. 

On February 6, 2006, the City of Bay St. Louis issued a building permit for 

rebuilding The Studio Inn. The owner was listed as “Studio Inn, Tomingo [sic] 

Castro” and the applicant was listed as “Southern Construction Services, 

Domingo Castro.” Paige Electric commenced work at the hotel during February 

2006. Jerry Paige dealt directly with the owner and president of Hancock Hotels 

concerning all details of the electrical work and the building construction at the 
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hotel. Neither Jerry Paige nor Paige Electric received any instructions from either 

Southern Construction or its officials concerning the work to be performed at the 

Studio Inn. All such directives were given directly by the owner of Hancock Hotel. 

Paige Electric continued to work at The Studio Inn through the completion of the 

electrical work during July 2006. Ultimately, Paige Electric billed a total of 

$442,997.58 for rewiring The Studio Inn. Southern Construction only paid 

$171,633.16 of Paige Electricʼs total bill, leaving a balance of $271,364.42 owed 

to Paige Electric for its unpaid work. Hancock Hotels did not make any payments 

on Paige Electricʼs work. There was no dispute by either party concerning Paige 

Electricʼs bill for this electrical work, nor was its disputed that both Southern 

Construction and Hancock Hotels accepted Paige Electricʼs work. 

 Subsequent to the completion of Paige Electricʼs work at The Studio Inn, 

Southern Construction ceased operations in Mississippi. Jerry Paigeʼs own 

attempts to collect the unpaid balance from Southern Construction were futile. 

During March 2007, Paige contacted Davis & Feder about handling his claims for 

the unpaid work. He did not realize that Davis & Feder primarily focused on 

personal injury cases, and that the firm had essentially no prior experience in 

prosecuting commercial construction claims.  

 On March 17, 2007, Jerry Paige met with David Brisolara (an associate 

attorney with Davis & Feder) regarding the unpaid electrical construction 

services. After discussing these claims with Paige, Brisolara advised him that he 

had a collection claim against Southern Construction and its owner for the unpaid 
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balance, and that Paige also had a claim against the property owner Hancock 

Hotels based upon a statutory lien for the unpaid services. The day after this 

meeting (March 18th), Brisolara did an Internet search on Southern Construction 

and found an on-line article concerning the financial difficulties of Southern 

Construction in the January 12, 2007 edition of The South Florida Business 

Journal. The article stated that Southern Construction was “struggling to collect” 

$44 million for construction work it had completed. The article further stated that 

Southern Construction had 4 enrolled judgments totaling $1.97 million, that 10 

lawsuits had been filed against it by various contractors, suppliers and leasing 

companies, and that Southern Construction had federal tax liens totaling $3.7 

million and Florida state tax liens of $93,100. This information should have 

alerted Brisolara to the fact any suit on the collection claim must be prosecuted 

promptly and diligently. The information on the financial condition of Southern 

Construction should have also alerted Brisolara to the importance of concurrently 

proceeding promptly with the construction lien on the hotel premises. 

 On March 19, 2007, Jerry Paige signed a Contingency Fee Retainer 

Agreement with Davis & Feder for the collection of the claims against Southern 

Construction and its owner Domingo Castro.4 According to Brisolaraʼs own notes, 

there was a second contract with Jerry Paige for the prosecution of the claims 

                                                
4  See Paragraph 1 of the Retainer Agreement, titled “Scope of Legal Services”; 
“You are retaining us as your attorneys to represent you, and only you, in the matter of 
your…For Collections Against Domingo Castro And/Or Southern Construction Services, 
Inc.”  
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against Hancock Hotels for an hourly fee.5 Davis & Feder did not produce a copy 

this contract in response to Paigeʼs request. The March 19th Retainer Agreement 

contained an arbitration clause at Paragraph 7. However, neither Brisolara nor 

any member of Davis & Feder complied with their fiduciary duties and provided 

any explanation, let alone an adequate explanation, to Paige concerning the 

advantages and disadvantages of arbitration or its cost.6 Further, the Retainer 

Agreement does not contain specific language confirming that Davis & Feder 

discussed the arbitration clause in detail with Paige and that any questions 

concerning its content, meaning or scope were answered.7 There was no notice, 

no discussion, and no negotiation of the arbitration clause, which hardly signifies 

either a voluntary contract to arbitrate or a waiver of Paige Electricʼs right to a jury 

trial. 

 On March 20, 2007, Davis & Feder filed suit against Southern 

Construction in Harrison County Circuit Court for the collection of the outstanding 

balance of $271,364.42 due Paige Electric for the electrical work at The Studio 

Inn. No other parties were named in this suit nor were any other claims alleged. 

Although Brisolara was made aware on March 18th that Southern Construction 

                                                
5  See RE # 10, p. 174; RE # 12, pp. 216-217 & 224. 
6  See RE # 9, pp. 157-158; also see American Bar Association Rule 1.4(b), which 
parallels Mississippi Rule of Professional Conduct 1.4(b), states that pre-dispute 
arbitration agreements in attorney-client contracts require an attorney to comply with his 
fiduciary duties under Rule 1.4(b) and disclose to the client the advantages and 
disadvantages of arbitration. 
7  In Slater-Moore v. Goeldner, 113 So.3d 521, 530 (¶ 27) (Miss. 2013), this Court 
upheld the arbitration clause in a retainer agreement where the clientʼs signature was 
directly below a clause stating that the contract was discussed in detail. Neither 
Brisolara nor Davis & Feder produced any evidence to rebut Paigeʼs claim that they 
breached their fiduciary duty to explain the arbitration agreement. 
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was facing multiple lawsuits by other contractors, he was very lax about 

prosecuting this claim. Because Southern Constructionʼs registered agent 

resigned in early 2007, Brisolara obtained service by certified mail, which was 

received by Southern Construction on March 30th. Brisolara did not attempt to 

obtain a default judgment when Southern Construction did not answer within 

thirty (30) days. The case languished for over five (5) months without any action 

by either Brisolara or Davis & Feder. During October 2007, Brisolara set the case 

for a hearing on the entry of a default judgment. On November 9, 2007, a default 

judgment was entered against Southern Construction Services in the amount of 

$271,364.42. Davis & Feder attempted to collect the judgment in Florida, but 

these efforts were futile. 

 Concurrent with filing the collection lawsuit in Harrison County Circuit 

Court, Brisolara filed a Notice of Lien under Miss. Code Ann. § 85-7-131 on 

March 21, 2007, with the Hancock County Chancery Clerk on the real property 

owned by Hancock Hotels. In addition to Hancock Hotels, Southern Construction, 

Domingo Castro, Jose Toledo, Norge Arnaiz, Oscar Rodriguez and Thallygee 

Castro were also named in the lien notice. The real property was correctly 

described and the amount of the claim was also included in the notice. In sum, 

the lien was in compliance with statutory requirements. However, Brisolara never 

sent copies of the Notice of Lien to the parties named on the Notice, and he 
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admitted that he did not give notice in any manner to the parties listed in the 

Notice.8  

 Although Brisolara gave the appearance to Paige Electric that he was 

pursuing a lien claim against the real property, Brisolara did not understand the 

applicable statute of limitations under Section 85-7-131. In this instance, Paige 

Electric performed its last work for The Studio Inn and Hancock Hotels during 

July 2006, Brisolara failed to advise Paige Electric that the statute of limitations 

on the lien against the property would run in July 2006 and that it was necessary 

to file suit to perfect the lien prior to that date. Further, Brisolara subsequently 

abandoned his prosecution of the lien claim without notice or consent by Paige 

Electric, and he admitted that he did not advise Paige Electric prior to July 2006 

that he would not prosecute the lien claim.9 

 Both Brisolaraʼs deposition and trial testimony showed that he had no prior 

experience in the prosecution a Section 131 lien, and he admitted that was not 

familiar with the statute of limitations under Section 131.10 Additionally, Brisolara 

did not file suit to foreclose on the Section 131 lien and he subsequently admitted 

that he abandoned the lien claims against The Studio Inn or Hancock Hotels 

without notice to or consent by Paige Electric. Although he did not disclose this to 

Paige, Brisolara later admitted that he never intended to pursue the lien claims, 

but instead he intentionally slandered the title of Hancock Hotelʼs property in 

                                                
8  See RE # 12, p. 219. 
9  See RE # 12, pp. 219-221, 223-225. 
10  See RE # 12, p. 222. 
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order to encumber the property in the hope that “something would shake out.”11 

Contrary to the fact that no never attempted to prosecute the lien, Brisolara 

continued to represent to Paige throughout the term of his employment with 

Davis & Feder that he had obtained a valid lien on the hotel property. Specifically, 

Paige was advised, “Worst-case scenario, I was going to end up with a hotel.”12  

 Although Brisolara had initially determined that Paige Electric had a cause 

of action against the property owners, he made no attempt to file a “stop pay” 

notice pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. § 85-7-181 during 2007 against either The 

Studio Inn or Hancock Hotels.13 He subsequently admitted that he was not 

familiar with the relief available at that time under Section 181. He also admitted 

that he undertook no independent investigation to determine whether filing a 

“stop pay” notice with The Studio Inn or Hancock Hotels would be productive, 

although it was subsequently discovered that as late as July 2007, Hancock 

Hotels still held money claimed by Southern Construction, which could have been 

recovered through a timely filing of a “stop pay” notice by Brisolara.14 Further, 

Brisolara did not investigate or pursue alternative claims for relief against the 

property owners, such as a claim for unjust enrichment or quasi-estoppel against 

The Studio Inn or Hancock Hotels premised upon their direct dealings with Paige 

Electric.15 

                                                
11  See RE # 12, pp. 223-225. 
12  See RE # 12, p. 230. 
13  See RE # 12, pp. 226-227. 
14  See RE # 12, pp. 242-246. 
15  See RE #12, pp. 225-226. 
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 Subsequent to obtaining the default judgment in November 2007, 

Brisolara retained counsel in Florida to collect the judgment obtained against 

Southern Construction. All dealings with Florida counsel was conducted by 

Brisolara, and during this time he represented to Paige that it was only a matter 

of time before his judgment obtained priority among the other judgment creditors 

and the judgment paid. Brisolara further represented to Paige during this time 

that should they not collect the judgment, they still had a lien on the hotel 

property in Hancock County.16 

Brisolara left employment with Davis & Feder on December 31, 2008. 

Thereafter, Mark Davis terminated Davis & Federʼs representation of Paige 

Electric in January 2009. At the time representation was terminated, Davis & 

Feder did not advise Paige either of the status of his case or any future action he 

should take regarding the judgment or his claims. At that point, Paige began 

dealing directly with Florida counsel, who echoed Brisolaraʼs prior 

representations that it was just a matter of time before Paige Electricʼs 

garnishment would be “next in line” and the judgment satisfied. Ultimately the 

Florida attorneyʼs actions produced no recovery for Paige Electric. Although he 

never terminated his representation of Paige Electric, Florida counsel ceased 

communications with Paige during early 2013. A subsequent review of the land 

records in Hancock County during March 2013 disclosed that contrary to 

Brisolaraʼs repeated representations, no lien had been placed on this property. 

After further investigation, it became apparent that Davis & Feder had 
                                                
16  See RE # 12, p. 230. 
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mishandled Paige Electricʼs claims and committed legal malpractice. After 

attempts to resolve these claims directly with Davis & Feder, Paige Electric filed 

suit on the malpractice claims in the Harrison County Circuit Court on January 

16, 2014. 

David Brisolara was the only attorney assigned by Davis & Feder to 

handle Paige Electricʼs lien claims, and none of the firmʼs other attorneys 

reviewed or monitored Brisolaraʼs work on this case. No evidence was presented 

showing that Davis & Feder exercised any oversight of Brisolaraʼs handling of 

Paige Electricʼs claims. In sum, Brisolara lacked any degree of experience in the 

handling of commercial construction claims, and Davis & Feder elected to focus 

on managing its caseload of personal injury claims to the exclusion of any 

meaningful review of Paige Electricʼs claims. 

Based upon the foregoing matters, as supported by the decision in Hickox 

v. Holleman,17 Paige Electric presented unrefuted evidence during the arbitration 

proceedings that established as a matter of law that Davis & Feder was negligent 

as a matter of law in its handling of Paige Electricʼs claims.18 As the unrefuted 

evidence established Davis & Federʼs negligence as a matter of law, expert 

testimony was not necessary to prove liability. Paige Electric also proved 

damages during the arbitration proceedings through evidence that had Davis & 

Feder prosecuted its claims in timely and competent manner, approximately 

$93,000 could have been garnished from Southern Constructionʼs Mississippi 

                                                
17  502 So.2d 626 (Miss. 1987). 
18  See generally, Hickox, 502 So.2d at 636. 
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bank account during May 2007 and approximately $273,000 could have been 

collected from Hancock Hotels in satisfaction of these claims during the summer 

of 2007.  

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The standard of review here is a mixed standard based on whether the 

issue involves a question of law or question of fact. We review errors of law de 

novo. Cummings v. Benderman, 681 So.2d 97, 100 (Miss.1996). This Court 

reviews issues of fact for abuse of discretion. Wilson v. Greyhound Bus Lines, 

Inc., 830 So.2d 1151, 1155 (¶ 9). This Court will not disturb the circuit judge's 

findings "unless they are manifestly wrong [or] clearly erroneous[,] or an 

erroneous legal standard was applied." Id. 

"The level of review afforded to the decision of an arbitrator is quite narrow 

and provided by statute." Robinson v. Henne, 115 So.3d 797, 799 (Miss. 2013). 

Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23 provides the only basis for refusal to enforce an 

arbitration award. Wilson, 830 So.2d at 1156.  

STATEMENT CONCERNING ORAL ARGUMENT 

 The Appellant believes that oral argument would be helpful in resolving the 

issues presented in this appeal. 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

 Paige Electric recognizes that Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23 provides the 

only bases for refusing to enforce an arbitration award. However, the record in 

this appeal substantiates claims that the arbitrator imperfectly executed his 
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powers and exceeded his authority in violation of Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23(d) 

and 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(4). The record further substantiates that the arbitrator 

refused to hear evidence material to the controversy and other misconduct in 

violation of Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23(c) and 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(3). 

 Additionally, the Circuit Court erred in declaring that the underlying 

arbitration clause was not unconscionable, or alternatively, in failing to severe 

those claims that were not subject to an arbitration agreement and grant Paige 

Electric a jury trial on those claims. 

ARGUMENT 

Issue 1 
 

The Harrison County Circuit Court committed reversible error 
by failing to declare the arbitration clause invalid, or 
alternatively, to sever Paige Electricʼs lien claims from the 
arbitration award and set those claims for trial 
 
On March 19, 2007, the Parties entered into a Retainer Agreement for 

Davis & Feder to collect payment for construction services owed to Paige Electric 

from Southern Construction and its owner Domingo Castro.19 The Retainer 

Agreement does not include any additional claims that Davis & Feder would 

prosecute pursuant to this agreement, which was a standard, pre-printed contract 

that Davis & Feder used for personal injury claims accepted on a contingency fee 

basis. 

                                                
19  The scope of legal services governed by the Retainer Agreement is specifically 
limited at Section 1 to the following: “You are retaining us as your attorney to represent 
you, and only you, in the matter of your For Collections Against Domingo Castro and/or 
Southern Construction Services, Inc.” (underlined portion representing a blank space 
filled in by Davis & Feder). 
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This Cause was filed on January 16, 2014, and the claims were litigated 

for roughly fine (5) months before the Retainer Agreement for the collection 

claims was located. Davis & Feder then asserted that the Retainer Agreement 

covered all of Paige Electricʼs claims and requested that this case be referred for 

arbitration. Prior to consenting to arbitration, counsel for Paige Electric inquired 

as to whether Davis & Feder had entered into any other contracts with Paige 

Electric in addition to the Retainer Agreement. Davis & Feder represented that 

there were no other contracts and that the Retainer Agreement covered all of 

Paige Electricʼs claims handled by the firm. Based upon this representation, 

Paige Electric did not have a basis to oppose the arbitration of these claims. On 

June 9, 2014, the Circuit Court entered its Order Referring to Arbitration,20 which 

stated that this case was referred to arbitration based up the March 19, 2007 

retainer agreement.  

 Documents produced during discovery disclosed that Paige Electricʼs 

claims for the recovery of unpaid construction services were subject to two 

distinct contracts with completely different fee calculations. Specifically, the notes 

by Davis & Feder associate David Brisolara from his initial March 16, 2007 

interview with Jerry Paige shows that Paige Electric would pay an hourly rate for 

the prosecution of any liens or related claims against Hancock Hotels, the owner 

of The Studio Inn hotel complex.21 Brisloaraʼs notes further show that there was 

to be a separate contract prepared for lien claims against the hotel. 

                                                
20  See RE # 7. 
21  See RE # 9, p. 152 (notes by David Brisolara, dated March 16, 2007). 
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As the prosecution of the liens or related claims against Hancock Hotels 

was such to a separate contract, it was necessary for Davis & Feder to establish 

that the claims under the second contract contained an arbitration clause. No 

written contract was produced substantiating that Paige Electric consented to 

arbitrate any dispute regarding the claims against either Hancock Hotels or The 

Studio Inn. Accordingly, the arbitration of disputes related to the claims against 

the hotel owner cannot be premised upon the March 19, 2007 Retainer 

Agreement.  

To determine whether parties have agreed to arbitrate their disputes, 

courts invoke a two-pronged inquiry. Under the first prong, a court must ascertain 

whether an agreement to arbitrate exists, and whether the scope of the 

agreement encompasses the parties' dispute.22 The Parties did not agree to 

arbitrate every claim between them—just the contingency fee collection claims 

against Southern Construction and its owner Domingo Castro. Mississippi courtsʼ 

pro-arbitration preference does not and cannot mandate courts to compel 

arbitration on issues the parties never agreed to arbitrate,23 as the parties can 

agree to arbitrate some claims and litigate others.24 The burden of proving 

whether the arbitration agreement actually exists rests on the party seeking to 

invoke the agreement.25  

                                                
22  See East Ford, Inc. v. Taylor, 826 So.2d 709, 713 (Miss. 2002). 
23  Noble Real Estate, Inc. v. Seder, 101 So.3d 197, 201 (¶ 10) (Miss. Ct. App. 
2012). 
24  Id. at 202 (¶ 19) 
25  Trinity Mission Health & Rehab of Holly Springs, LLC v. Lawrence, 19 So.3d 647, 
652 (¶ 17) (Miss. 2009). 
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 Additionally, the Retainer Agreement limits the scope of the arbitration 

clause to the collection claims against Southern Construction Services and 

Castro.26 When an arbitration clause is narrow, the case should not be referred to 

arbitration unless the court determines that any additional dispute falls within 

those limited terms.27 Accordingly, there is no legal basis for the arbitration of any 

claims that are not specifically delineated in the Retainer Agreement. 

In addition to alleging that the arbitration clause does not apply to the 

dispute regarding the handling of the lien claims, Paige Electric additionally 

alleges that the arbitration clause in the Retainer Agreement is unconscionable 

and cannot be enforced as to any of its claims against Davis & Feder. 

Specifically, Paige Electric alleges that legal constraints external to the parties' 

agreement foreclose arbitration of those claims.28 Under the second prong of the 

East Ford test, state contract defenses may invalidate the agreement to arbitrate 

as they would any other contractual provision.29  

Mississippi law imposes an obligation of good faith and fundamental 

fairness in the performance of every contract, and this requirement provides 

courts with the power to refuse to enforce any contract in order to avoid an 

                                                
26  The terms of the arbitration clause are narrow, as it specifically applies only to 
“any dispute arising from or relating to this agreement.” (emphasis added) The arbitration 
clause ends with the statement “You are specifically agreeing to waive your right to a 
trial by jury regarding any claims or disputes you may have arising from this Agreement.” 
(emphasis added). The lien claims against the hotel are not specified or referenced 
anywhere in the Agreement. 
27  Complaint of Hornbeck Offshore (1984) Corp., 981 F.2d 752, 754-55 (5th Cir. 
1993). 
28  East Ford, 826 So.2d at 713. 
29  Covenant Health & Rehab. of Picayune v. Estate of Moulds, 14 So.3d 695, 699 
(Miss. 2009). 
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unconscionable result. When interpreting a contract, Mississippi courts will strike 

unconscionable terms as void and enforce the remainder of the agreement 

without the effect of the unconscionable provisions.30  

 Unconscionability is found when the contract terms are unreasonably 

favorable to the other party.31 Unconscionability can be procedural or 

substantive. The terms of a substantively unconscionable contract unreasonably 

favor one party and imposes oppressive terms on the weaker party. Substantive 

unconscionability may be proved  by establishing that the terms of the arbitration 

clause were oppressive.32 Substantive unconscionability may also be evidenced 

by showing that the contract is one of adhesion, with such contracts usually being 

prepared in printed form.33 The fact that the contract is a contract of adhesion 

makes substantive unconscionability easier to prove and thereby render a facially 

oppressive term presumptively invalid.34 If an arbitration agreement, as written, 

would necessarily operate in such a way as to have an unconscionable effect, 

then it is unconscionable.35  

 Procedural unconscionability may be proved by showing a lack of 

knowledge, lack of voluntariness, inconspicuous print, the use of complex 

legalistic language, disparity in sophistication or bargaining power of the parties 

                                                
30  Russell v. Performance Toyota, Inc., 826 So.2d 719, 725 (¶ 21) (Miss.2002); see 
also Miss. Code Ann. § 75-2-302(1). 
31  Moulds, 14 So.3d at 699. 
32  York v. Georgia-Pacific, 585 F.Supp. 1265, 1278 (N.D.Miss.1984). 
33  Smith v. Express Check Advance of Mississippi, LLC, 153 So.3d 601, 608 (¶16) 
(Miss. 2014). 
34  Moulds, 14 So.3d at 701. 
35  Pridgen v. Green Tree Financial Servicing Corp., 88 F.Supp.2d 655, 658 
(S.D.Miss.2000). 
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and/or a lack of opportunity to study the contract and inquire about the contract 

terms.36  The attached affidavit of Jerry Paige37 substantiates that neither he nor 

Paige Electric had prior experience with hiring attorneys, that he was not advised 

of the legal nature of his companyʼs claims, and that he was not advised of the 

cost or limited rights of arbitration proceedings. The Paige affidavit further 

substantiates that Davis & Feder never advised him that he had a constitutional 

right to a jury trial or that an arbitrator could make a ruling in disregard of 

governing law without any right to appeal the arbitratorʼs determination. 

 In this instance, the arbitration clause is on the fourth page of the five-

page Retainer Agreement. In the middle of the arbitration clause is inconspicuous 

and overly broad verbiage that attempts to apply the arbitration clause to “any 

other claim or disagreement between the parties of any kind, nature, type or 

description regardless of the facts or the legal theories which may be involved or 

asserted.” Aside from being overly broad and unconscionable in the context of an 

attorney-client relationship, there is no indication that any separate consideration 

was given for Paige Electricʼs purported consent to arbitrate any distinct and 

separate claims that are not delineated in the Agreement. 

 In Caplin Enterprises, Inc. v. Arrington,38 an agreement, in which the 

arbitration provision was intermingled with other non-distinguishable provisions, 

was determined to be procedurally unconscionable. The trial court found that the 

arbitration agreement to be a contract of adhesion in which the plaintiffs had no 
                                                
36  East Ford, Inc., 826 So.2d at 714 (¶ 14). 
37  See RE #9, pp. 156-159. 
38  145 So.3d 675, 683 (¶ 29).  (Miss. App. 2013). 
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real opportunity to bargain about its terms.39 The fact that the agreements are 

adhesion contracts may be considered in combination with other potential 

indicators of procedural unconscionability.40 

 Mississippi law governing the waiver of rights and Davis & Federʼs ethical 

obligations also required the full disclosure to Paige Electric of matters in the 

Retainer Agreement that could adversely affect its rights and interests. Under 

Rule 1.4(b) of the Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct, Davis & Feder was 

required to explain the arbitration clause to the extent reasonably necessary to 

permit Paige Electric to make an informed decision regarding both the waiver of 

constitutional rights and the arbitration of any disputes, particularly the cost of 

arbitration and the limitations on the review of an arbitration award. 

Mississippi law is well-settled concerning the waiver of rights: 
 

Waiver presupposes full knowledge of a right existing, and an 
intentional surrender or relinquishment of that right. It contemplates 
something done designedly or knowingly, which modifies or 
changes existing rights or varies or changes the terms and 
conditions of a contract. It is the voluntary surrender of a right.41 

 
 Submitting to arbitration means giving up the right to file a lawsuit in a 

court of competent jurisdiction, and waiving that right requires more than implied 

consent.42 Courts in Mississippi have not hesitated to find that the parties never 

agreed to arbitration and that a plaintiff did not waive its right to seek adjudication 

of its claims in court in those instances where was no discussion and negotiation 

                                                
39  Id. at 682 (¶ 23). 
40  Id. at 683 (¶ 27). 
41  Titan Indem. Co. v. Hood, 895 So.2d 138, 150-51 (Miss.2004). 
42  Union Planters Bank, N. A. v. Rogers, 912 So.2d 116, 119  (¶ 8) (Miss. 2005). 
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of the arbitration clause, which are circumstances that hardly signify either 

agreement or waiver. Arbitration agreements obtained under such facts and 

circumstances cannot be considered voluntary and are therefore not 

enforceable.43 Where the language in the arbitration clause would not alert an 

average citizen that he is giving up a constitutional right, the arbitration provisions 

cannot be enforced.44  

 Jerry Paigeʼs affidavit shows that he did not have any idea that by signing 

Davis & Federʼs standard-form retainer agreement he might be giving up an 

important substantive constitutional right or incurring substantial arbitration costs, 

which in this instance exceeded Seventeen Thousand Dollars ($17,000).45 As 

referenced in the Union Planters and Pre-Paid Legal Services decisions, the 

Mississippi Supreme Court has ruled that waiving the right to have access to the 

courts is a matter of significance and such a waiver requires more than acceding 

to the terms of an agreement. Valid arbitration agreements are premised upon 

fully informed parties knowingly and expressly contracting to arbitrate their 

disputes.46  

 The American Bar Association has stated that pre-dispute arbitration 

agreements in attorney-client contracts are appropriate as long as the attorney 

complies with his fiduciary duty under ABA Rule 1.4(b).47 The rules require the 

attorney to give the client an adequate explanation by disclosing the advantages 
                                                
43  McCreary v. Liberty Nat'l Life, 6 F.Supp.2d 920, 920-21 (N.D.Miss.1998). 
44  Pre-Paid Legal Services., Inc. v. Battle, 873 So.2d 79, 84 (¶ 15) (Miss.2004). 
45  See RE # 9, pp. 156-159. 
46  Bailey Brake Farms, Inc. v. Trout, 116 So.3d 1064, 1068 (¶ 14) (Miss. 2013). 
47  ABA Rule 1.4(b) parallels MRPC 1.4(b). 
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and disadvantages of arbitration. The affidavit of Jerry Paige confirms that he 

was not advised of the advantages and disadvantages of arbitration or its costs 

prior to signing the Retainer Agreement. Further, the Agreement does not state 

that Davis & Feder discussed the arbitration clause in detail with Paige and that 

all questions concerning its content, meaning or scope were answered. 

Paige Electric further submits that arbitration clause was unconscionable 

due to the failure of Davis & Feder to disclose the fact that arbitration is 

expensive and that excessive arbitration fees could be incurred through the 

arbitration proceedings. As referenced in the Affidavit of Jerry Paige.48 the total 

arbitration fee in this matter was Seventeen Thousand One Hundred Thirty-eight 

and 72/100 Dollars ($17,138.72), which far exceeds the filing fees for 

commencing a civil action in this Court. Davis & Feder never disclosed the 

potential cost of arbitration when the Retainer Agreement was signed. An 

arbitration agreement can be held unconscionable where is substantial evidence 

that excessively high arbitration fees are being charged.49  

 The Preamble of the Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct states that 

a lawyer should provide a client with an informed understanding of the client's 

legal rights and explain their practical implications. Davis & Feder clearly failed to 

provide Paige Electric with both information necessary for understanding of its 

legal rights and an explanation of the implications of the arbitration clause in the 

Retainer Agreement. Further, Davis & Feder was engaged in extensive 
                                                
48  See RE # 9, pp. 156-159. 
49  See, e.g., First Family Financial Services. v. Fairley, 173 F.Supp.2d 565, 571 
(S.D.Miss. 2001). 
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advertising and solicitation of clients during March 2007, and it was required to 

comply with Rule 7.4(d)(2), (3) and (5) of the Mississippi Rules of Professional 

Conduct. Specifically, it was required to disclose material information necessary 

to prevent a client from receiving actual or potentially false, misleading, unfair or 

deceptive communications concerning the relationship with the attorney. Again, 

Davis & Feder failed to disclose material information that would prevent Paige 

Electric from being misled concerning the nature, effect and cost of arbitrating 

potential disputes. In failing to make these disclosures, Davis & Feder breached 

its duties under MRPC 1.4(b). 

 Paige Electric additionally submits that the arbitration clause could not be 

enforced as to any claims other than the collection claims specified in the 

Retainer Agreement due to a lack of consideration for the inclusion of the terms 

referencing “any other claim or disagreement between the parties of any kind, 

nature, type or description regardless of the facts.” Taken at its literally meaning, 

the arbitration clause could conceivably be expended to include any other 

wrongful conduct by the employees of Davis & Feder against Paige Electric that 

was unrelated to legal representation. The validity of an arbitration agreement is 

determined through the application of the law of contracts.50 The elements of a 

contract are a) two or more contracting parties, b) consideration, c) an agreement 

that is sufficiently definite, d) parties with legal capacity to make a contract, e) 

mutual assent, and e) no legal prohibition precluding contract formation.51 The 

                                                
50  See Grenada Living Ctr., LLC v. Coleman, 961 So.2d 33, 36-37 (Miss.2007). 
51  Id. at 37. 
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overly broad verbiage in the arbitration clause is not enforceable due to a lack of 

consideration, the lack of sufficiently definite terms, the lack of mutual assent, 

and the prohibition against an attorneyʼs concealment and failure to disclose 

unfair or deceptive terms of an agreement. In the context of a contingency fee 

retainer agreement, “consideration” could arguably result from the lawyer 

accepting the case on a contingent basis. However, when the agreement 

requires the case is be handled on the basis of hourly billing, there is no similar 

consideration. 

 Lastly, the arbitration clause is ambiguous concerning its application and 

scope. In one section, the arbitration clause limits the waiver of the right to a jury 

trial to claims “arising from this Agreement” (i.e., the collection claims against 

Southern Construction and Castro), whereas there is “boilerplate” verbiage in the 

middle of the arbitration clause that attempts to apply arbitration to “any other 

claim or disagreement between the parties of any kind, nature, type or 

description regardless of the facts.” This renders the arbitration provision 

ambiguous and confusing without an explanation of the potential legal 

implications.  

Courts should apply the common-law rule of contract interpretation and 

construe ambiguous language against the interest of the party that drafted the 

agreement.52 It is a well-settled canon of contract construction that ambiguities in 

a contract are to be construed against the party who drafted the contract.53 

                                                
52  B.C. Rogers Poultry, Inc. v. Wedgeworth, 911 So.2d 483, 491 (Miss. 2005). 
53  Estate of Parker v. Dorchak, 673 So.2d 1379, 1381-82 (Miss. 1996). 
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Second, special provisions inserted in a contract govern over boilerplate 

provisions.54 Applying Mississippi contract law to the ambiguities in the arbitration 

clause, the specific language limiting arbitration to the collection claims controls 

over the general inconsistent language that references “any and all claims” that 

might arise against Davis & Feder. 

 Based upon the foregoing matters, the arbitration clause in the Retainer 

Agreement is unconscionable and in disregard of Davis & Federʼs ethical duties 

to Paige Electric. The arbitration clause in the Agreement should be declared 

void and the case remanded for trial by jury before the Harrison County Circuit 

Court. Alternatively, Paige Electric cannot be compelled to arbitrate the claims 

involving the claims against the hotel owner, as they were not included or 

otherwise covered by the Retainer Agreement, and therefore the malpractice 

claims related to the hotel owner should be severed and set for trial before a jury. 

 

Issue 2 
 

The Harrison County Circuit Court committed reversible error 
by declaring that Paige Electric had waived its right to 
challenge the arbitration proceedings. 
 

 In response to Paige Electricʼs motion for a separate trial of the 

malpractice claims involving the hotel owner, the Circuit Court ruled that Paige 

Electric had voluntarily consented to the arbitration of all claims against Davis & 

Feder. This ruling disregarded the fact that when Paige Electric consented to 

June 2014 order referring this case to arbitration, Paige Electric was not aware of 
                                                
54  Id. at 1382. 
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Brisolaraʼs notes disclosing the existence of a separate contract regarding the 

claims against the hotel owner. In fact, Davis & Feder did not produce Brisolaraʼs 

interview notes until February 25, 2015, which was roughly nine (9) months 

after the case was referred to arbitration and three (3) months prior to trial. 

Due to the fact that Brisolaraʼs March 16th notes concerning the second contract 

were not produced prior to the arbitration order in response to counselʼs inquiry 

as to separate contracts concerning Paige Electricʼs claims, there could not be an 

informed waiver by Paige Electric of its right to a jury trial for any claim that was 

not specifically stated in the Retainer Agreement. Accordingly, any claim that 

Paige Electric consented to the arbitration of the claims involving the hotel owner 

during the Circuit Court proceedings would be invalid due to the fact that 

Brisolaraʼs March 16th notes concerning the separate contract were not produced 

by Davis & Feder prior to the consent order referring this case to arbitration. 

 Waiver presupposes full knowledge of a right existing, and an intentional 

surrender or relinquishment of that right.55 The waiver of the constitutional right to 

a jury trial requires more than implied consent.56 Paige Electric cannot be 

considered to have consented to arbitration in view of D&Fʼs failure to make an 

adequate disclosure concerning arbitration and its violation of professional rules.  

Due to the lack of disclosure by Davis & Feder of evidence material to the 

arbitration of the lien claims, Paige Electric cannot be bound to any agreement to 

arbitrate the dispute over the lien claims against the hotel owner. See generally, 

                                                
55  Titan Indem. Co. v. Hood, 895 So.2d at 150-51. 
56  Rogers, 912 So.2d at 119  (¶ 8). 
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Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Miazza, 46 So. 817, 819 (Miss. 1908) (a 

material misstatement or failure to disclose material information can render an 

agreement invalid). Further, Davis & Federʼs failure to disclose material 

information (to-wit, the existence of a second contract) concurrent with its request 

to arbitrate all of Paige Electricʼs claims substantiates a challenge to the 

arbitratorʼs award pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23(a). 

Issue 3 

The Harrison County Circuit Court committed reversible error 
by denying Paige Electricʼs motion to vacate the arbitration 
award. 

 
 The arbitration award was improperly premised in part by the arbitratorʼs 

refusal to accept the undisputed evidence showing that as a matter of law, Davis 

& Feder committed professional malpractice in the handling of Paige Electricʼs 

claims for unpaid construction services. As the Parties herein did not grant the 

arbitrator the authority to render a decision in disregard the undisputed facts and 

applicable case law, Paige Electric submits that the arbitrator imperfectly 

executed his powers and exceeded his authority in violation of Miss. Code Ann. § 

11-15-23(d) and 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(4). 

 A lawyer owes his client the duty to exercise the knowledge, skill, and 

ability ordinarily possessed and exercised by the members of the legal profession 

similarly situated. Failure to do so constitutes negligent conduct on the part of the 

lawyer.57 The lawyer's duty of care imports not only skill or expertise but diligence 

                                                
57  Hickox v. Holleman, 502 So.2d 626, 634 (Miss. 1987); also see, Byrd v. Bowie, 
933 So.2d 899 (Miss. 2006), and Pierce v. Cook, 992 So.2d 612 (Miss. 2008). 
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as well. Both the Rules of Professional Conduct and Mississippi positive law 

charge that a lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and promptness in 

representing a client.58  

 As to doubtful matters, an attorney is expected to perform sufficient 

research to enable him to make an informed and intelligent judgment on behalf of 

his client.59 A defendant attorney's failure to investigate constitutes a violation of 

any reasonable standard of care and is negligence as a matter of law.60 

Mississippi similarly recognizes that an attorney's failure to file suit prior to the 

expiration of the statute of limitations constitutes negligence as a matter of law, 

particularly where the evidence indicates that the attorney never performed 

research to determine the nature of the claim.61 Further, allegations that the 

attorney misled the client and misrepresented what he was doing easily pass 

muster on breach of duty.62  

 In this instance, Brisolara testified at his deposition that he did no research 

on the construction lien statutes. He also did not realize that the statute of 

limitations on Miss. Code Ann. § 85-7-131 do not commence running on the date 

that the lien notice was filed. Further, Brisolara did not investigate who was the 

                                                
58  Singleton v. Stegall, 580 So.2d 1242, 1244 (Miss.1991). 
59  George v. Caton, 600 P.2d 822, 829-830 (N.M.App. 1979). The legal findings in 
George v. Caton have been relied upon by Mississippi courts in Hickox v. Holleman, 502 
So.2d 626 (Miss. 1987); Byrd v. Bowie, 933 So.2d 899 (Miss. 2006); and Pierce v. Cook, 
992 So.2d 612 (Miss. 2008). 
60  Watkins v. Sheppard, 278 So.2d 890, 892 (La.App. 1 Cir. 1973). 
61  Hickox v. Holleman, 502 So.2d at 636. See also Thompson v. Erving's 
Hatcheries, Inc., 186 So.2d 756, 759 (Miss. 1966). 
62  Singleton v. Stegall, 580 So.2d at 1245. 
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actual owner of the real property on which the Studio Inn was situated.63 In fact, 

he testified at his deposition that he relied solely upon Jerry Paige for obtaining 

the information contained in the Notice of Construction Lien. However, this 

information satisfied Mr. Brisolara that there was a valid claim for a lien on the 

hotel premises. Further, Brisolara did not mail a copy of the notice of the 

construction lien to the property owner because he presumed the owner would 

learn of the lien notice. 

 In Hickox, it was held that the attorney should have at least done some 

research in order to properly represent the Hickoxes. “Since [the attorney] failed 

to even open a book, we hold that he was negligent as a matter of law. Any such 

negligence, of course, is attributable to Boyce Holleman, A Professional 

Association, via respondeat superior.”64 An attorney owes his client the duty of 

diligent investigation and research in order to make an informed decision as to a 

course of conduct based upon an intelligent assessment of the case.65 A lawyer 

must investigate the basis for a claim and conduct appropriate research because 

he owes his client a duty of care to provide advice on available remedies, 

including third party actions.66  

 Not only did Brisolara fail to conduct any investigation concerning the 

ownership of this property and properly serve the owner with notice of the lien 

claim, he failed to advise Paige Electric of the statute of limitations governing 

                                                
63  See RE #12, pp. 215-215 & 219. 
64  Hickox, 502 So.2d at 636. 
65  Dixon v. Perlman, 528 So.2d 637, 642 (La.App.2nd Cir.1988). 
66  Nichols v. Keller, 15 Cal.App.4th 1672, 1686-1687 (Cal. App. 5th Dist. 1993). 
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claims for construction liens. Although Brisolara attempted to claim that he had 

terminated his representation concerning the construction lien, his purported 

termination of representation occurred after the statute of limitations on the 

construction lien expired in July 2007.67 Specifically, Brisolara testified that the 

earliest Paige Electric was advised to get another attorney on the construction 

lien would have been at some point after the default judgment was obtained in 

November 2007.68 The lien claim was barred by the statute of limitations by the 

time the default judgment was obtained. Mr. Brisolara also acknowledges that he 

never sent Paige Electric a letter stated that there was an agreement that Davis 

& Feder would not proceed any further on the claim for a construction lien.69 

Further, he abandoned the lien claim without Paige Electricʼs knowledge or 

consent.70 "[O]nce the client has proved that his former attorney accepted 

employment and failed to assert the claim timely, then the client has established 

a prima facie case that the attorney's negligence caused him some loss, since it 

is unlikely the attorney would have agreed to handle a claim completely devoid of 

merit."71 

 Brisolara testified both at his deposition and at trial that his main reason 

for filing the lien notice was to “shake something out of the tree, so to speak.”72 

                                                
67  Jerry Paige testified that Hancock Hotels ordered all workers off the Studio Inn 
premises during July 2006 and that Paige Electric did not do any further work on this 
property after that date. 
68  See RE # 12, pp. 220-221. 
69  See RE # 12, p. 216. 
70  See RE # 12, p 220. 
71  Jenkins v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 422 So.2d 1109, 1110 (La.1982). 
72  See RE # 12, p. 219. 
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Although Brisolara may have hoped to “shake something out of the tree,” his 

conduct shows this was merely wishful thinking, as he never sent a copy of the 

lien to any of the listed parties nor did he make any attempt to obtain the 

addresses for the parties named on the lien notice.73 More importantly, Paige 

Electric was never advised that Mr. Brisolara was only “shaking the tree” when 

he filed the lien notice nor did Paige Electric consent to limit the claims against 

the hotel owner to “shaking the tree.” An attorney has a duty to keep his client 

well informed and provide all information material to his cause, and liability for 

legal malpractice is appropriate if an attorney fails to adequately consult with and 

advise his client.74 Mr. Brisolaraʼs failure to properly communicate with Paige 

Electric concerning the lien claim was another breach of duty. 

 As for damages sustained by Paige Electric as a result of Davis & Federʼs 

professional negligence, proof was presented that the fair market value of the 

Hancock Hotel was in excess of the $2 million mortgage to The Peopleʼs Bank,75 

which was the only bona fide mortgage on the property.76 The argument that a 

construction lien would have been futile also ignores the fact that Hancock Hotels 

could not have refinanced The Peopleʼs Bank mortgage in 2010 without payment 

of any construction lien that Paige Electric may have obtained on this property.77 

                                                
73  See RE # 12, p. 219. 
74  Heine v. Newman, Tannenbaum, Helpern, Syracuse & Hirschtritt, 856 F.Supp. 
190, 194-95 (S.D.N.Y.1994). 
75  See RE # 13, pp. 388-389. 
76  The other deed of trust was a $3 million deed of trust to Southern Construction 
Services, which was apparently filed to secure rights or performance under the 
December 2005 lease purchase agreement 
77  See RE # 13, 390-392. 
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 Davis & Federʼs failure to serve a timely “stop pay notice” on Hancock 

Hotel proximate caused considerable loss to Paige Electric. As of March 20, 

2007, the owner of the Hancock Hotel was still holding $171,644 due Southern 

Construction Services for repair of damages caused by Hurricane Katrina.78 

 In regard to the collection suit that Brisolara filed in Harrison County Circuit 

Court on March 20, 2007, Davis & Feder breached its ethical duties in the 

handling and prosecution of the collection claim. Although Brisolara promptly 

served the complaint on Southern Construction on March 30th. thereafter he 

effectively “dropped the ball” and did nothing meaningful to prosecute the 

collection lawsuit for approximately seven months. By the time a default judgment 

was obtained in November 2007, Southern Construction Services was in effect 

judgment-proof. As shown by the results in a parallel collection suit against 

Southern Construction, the sum of $260,487.39 was recovered during June and 

July 2007 through the diligent prosecution of claims by another contractor 

(Floormasters) who was also not paid by Southern Construction for its work at 

the Studio Inn.  

Under Rule 1.3 of the Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct, Brisolara 

was required to act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a 

client. The success of Floormasters in collecting $260,487.39 from Southern 

Construction and Hancock Hotels during the five (5) months that Brisolara let the 

case remain dormant underscores the damage to Paige Electric that resulted 

from a lack of diligence. Brisolara did not file the March 30th return of service until 
                                                
78  See RE # 12, pp. 242-244. 
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July 10th. By that date, Floormasters (who also filed suit during March 2007) had 

already obtained a default judgment and had recovered $169,231.28 as a result 

of its “stop pay notice.” It would recover another $91,256.10 through the writ of 

garnishment issued on the same day Brisolara filed his return of service with the 

court clerk. Clearly, Paige Electric substantiated that Brisolaraʼs lack of diligence 

resulted in these claims eventually becoming worthless.  

 The crux of the claim under Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23(d) is that the 

arbitrator was contractually bound to apply governing law to the evidence 

received at trial. Specifically, the arbitrator was required under the implied 

covenants of his contract with the Parties accept the admissions of Brisolara 

establishing that Davis & Feder was negligent as a matter of law in the handling 

of Paige Electricʼs claims and award damages based upon that determination of 

liability. The itemization prepared concerning the arbitratorʼs services in this 

case79 confirms that he avoided consideration of Brisolaraʼs admissions and the 

supporting case law, which established liability as a matter of law. As Brisolaraʼs 

admissions and the undisputed facts established professional negligence as a 

matter of law, an expert opinion was not necessary to establish Davis & Federʼs 

liability. Although an expert opinion would have no bearing on the issue of liability 

in this instance, the arbitratorʼs itemized bill shows undertook a review of expert 

testimony on June 16th and 17th, which indicates that he either had a 

preconceived notion as to the resolution of this case, or he avoided consideration 

of the undisputed evidence establishing that Davis & Feder was negligent as a 
                                                
79  See RE # 12, pp. 200-201. 
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matter of law. Mississippi recognizes that an attorney's failure to file suit prior to 

the expiration of the statute of limitations constituted negligence as a matter of 

law, and "[i]t does not require expert testimony to establish the negligence of an 

attorney who is ignorant of the applicable statute of limitations or who sits idly by 

and causes the client to lose the value of his claim for relief."80 In view of 

Brisolaraʼs various admissions substantiating that he breached his duties to 

Paige Electric, there was no need for the arbitrator to consider expert testimony 

in this matter. The fact that the he chose to focus on expert testimony indicates 

that he either refused to consider that the undisputed evidence established 

negligence as a matter of law or was predisposed to rule against Paige Electric. 

 The arbitrator was specifically briefed on the law governing negligence as 

a matter of law in the context of a legal malpractice claim,81 and this case was 

substantiated by evidence supporting damages from that negligence. The 

arbitratorʼs focus on expert testimony indicates that this is not an issue of the 

misapplication of governing law but an intentional refusal to consider Paige 

Electricʼs proof of admitted negligence as a matter of law resulting from Davis & 

Federʼs failure to disclose the statute of limitations governing liens under Miss. 

Code Ann. § 85-7-131 before the claim was barred, and its failure to both 

investigate and prosecute claims for unjust enrichment and statutory relief under 

Miss. Code Ann. § 85-7-181.  

                                                
80  Hickox, 502 So.2d at 636. 
81  See RE # 12, pp. 202-212. 
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A court may conclude that the arbitrator willfully flouted the governing law 

by refusing to apply it.82 If the arbitrator knew of the relevant legal principle, 

appreciated that this principle controlled the outcome of the disputed issue, and 

nonetheless willfully flouted the governing law by refusing to apply it, then the 

arbitrators has failed to interpret the contract at all, for parties do not agree in 

advance to submit to arbitration that is carried out in avoidance of the law. A 

court may infer an arbitratorʼs knowledge of a controlling legal principle if the 

arbitratorʼs decision “strains credulity or does not rise to the standard of barely 

colorable.”83 Although an erroneous interpretation of the law would not subject an 

arbitration award to reversal, a clear disregard for the law would.84 An arbitratorʼs 

award is subject to vacatur when “no judge or group of judges could conceivably 

come to the same determination as the arbitrator.”85  

Clearly, an arbitrator flouts the law in such a manner that exceeds the 

powers bestowed upon him when he is fully aware of the controlling principle of 

law and yet does not apply it.  “Put another way, the arbitrators have thereby 

ʻexceeded their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that a mutual, final, and 

definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made.ʼ 9 U.S.C § 

10(a)(4).”86 The Supreme Court had previously recognized in Hall St. Assocs., 

L.L.C. v. Mattel, 552 U.S. 576 (2008), that arbitrators are “guilty of misconduct” or 

                                                
82  Westerbeke Corp. v. Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd., 304 F.3d 200, 217 (2d Cir. 2002). 
83  Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Intʼl Corp., 548 F.3d 85, 92–93 (2d Cir. 2008). 
84  Montes v. Shearson Lehman Bros., 128 F.3d 1456, 1460 (11th Cir. 1997). 
85  Long John Silverʼs Rests., Inc. v. Cole, 514 F.3d 345, 349–50 (4th Cir. 2008). 
86  Citigroup Global Markets v. Bacon, 562 F.3d 349, 356 (5th Cir. 2009). 
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have “exceeded their powers” in violation of 9 U.S.C § 10(a)(3) or (a)(4) when 

they fail to apply controlling law to a dispute.87  

Arbitration is a matter of contract.88 Accordingly, the power and authority of 

arbitrators in an arbitration proceeding is dependent on the provisions under 

which the arbitrators were appointed.89 Courts and arbitrators must give effect to 

the contractual rights and expectations of the parties.90 A claim that an arbitrator 

exceeded his powers is concerned only with whether an arbitrator either acted 

contrary to his contractual obligations or ignored the plain limitations on his power 

under the arbitration agreement. If he did, he has exceeded his power and a 

reviewing court will vacate the resulting award.91  

 All contracts under Mississippi law contain an implied covenant of good 

faith and fair dealing in performance and enforcement.92 Good faith means "the 

faithfulness of an agreed purpose between two parties, a purpose which is 

consistent with justified expectations of the other party."93 If in fact an arbitratorʼs 

powers come from the parties, then he is required to adhere to his covenant of 

good faith and fair dealing with the contracting parties. Nothing in the arbitration 

contract waived Paige Electricʼs contractual right to an arbitrator that applied 

                                                
87  Id. at  585. 
88  Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc., 873 So.2d at 83 (¶ 13). 
89  Brook v. Peak Int'l, Ltd., 294 F.3d 668, 672 (5th Cir. 2002). 
90  Volt Information Sciences, Inc. v. Board of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior 
Univ., 489 U.S. 468, 479 (1989). 
91  Apache Bohai Corp., LDC v. Texaco China BV, 480 F.3d 397, 401 (5th Cir. 
2007). 
92  Limbert v. Miss. Univ. for Women Alumnae Ass'n, 998 So.2d 993, 998 (¶ 11) 
(Miss. 2008). 
93  Cenac v. Murry, 609 So.2d 1257, 1272 (Miss.1992). 
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controlling law in compliance with his covenant of good faith. The award in this 

instance was in disregard of undisputed evidence and controlling case law and 

therefore breached the arbitratorʼs covenant of good faith and fair dealing.  

The obligation of good faith and fundamental fairness in the performance 

of every contract, and this requirement provides courts with the power to refuse 

to enforce any contract in order to avoid an unconscionable result.94  Such is the 

case here. The Parties did not contract with the arbitrator to render any decision 

of his choice, good or bad. They did not contract with him to decide the case by 

flipping a coin. The Parties bargained for arbitrator to adhere to his contractual 

obligation of good faith and fair dealing, and through this obligation, the arbitrator 

was required to consider all evidence without bias and apply controlling law to 

this evidence. As a result of the arbitratorʼs failure to accept Brisolaraʼs testimony 

establishing that Davis & Feder were negligent as a matter of law in the handling 

of Paige Electricsʼ claims, he exceeded his authority under the arbitration 

agreement and he also breached his contract with Paige Electric. The arbitratorʼs 

breach of his obligation requires that the award be vacated. 

It is not within the arbitratorʼs power, though, to decide sua sponte which 

body of law governs the dispute itself, or to make up her own rule.95 Instead of 

finding that the arbitrators recognized a controlling legal principle and ignored it, 

the Supreme Court vacated the award based on the arbitratorsʼ failure to apply a 

legal principle from an appropriate body of law. The Stolt-Nielsen decision clearly 

                                                
94  Russell v. Performance Toyota, Inc., 826 So.2d 719, 725 (¶ 21) (Miss.2002). 
95  Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Intʼl Corp., 559 U.S. 662, 676 (2010). 
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holds that when the arbitrator fails to consult governing law and apply the 

controlling principle to the dispute, he exceeds his authority by acting as if he had 

a common-law courtʼs authority to develop what he views as the best 

rule.“[W]hen [an] arbitrator strays from interpretation and application of the 

agreement and effectively 'dispense[s] his own brand of industrial justice' that his 

decision may be unenforceable…In that situation, an arbitration decision may be 

vacated under §10(a)(4) of the FAA on the ground that the arbitrator "exceeded 

[his] powers."96 

 If the arbitrator is left free to disregard his contractual duties and apply his 

own version of “justice,” then the arbitration proceeding has exceeded the terms 

of the contract with the arbitrator.97 A petitioning party may successfully vacate 

an award under this standard by demonstrating that the arbitrator did not resort to 

the governing law.98 Vacatur for failing to apply governing law is based on the 

premise that arbitrators must apply the bodies of law specified or implied in the 

agreement.99 If arbitrators could apply the governing bodies of laws in any way 

that they wished, including incorrectly, then why bother requiring them to apply 

those laws at all? Without limiting the arbitratorʼs authority in such a manner as to 

require him to apply clearly applicable law, the arbitration process would become 

a sham. 

                                                
96  Id, at 671. 
97  Southern Mills Inc. v. Nunes, 746 F.3d 1223, 1225 (11th Cir. 2014). 
98  Stolt-Nielsen, 559 U.S. at 673-676. 
99  Volt Info. Scis., 489 U.S. at 479. 
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 If arbitration is in fact a matter of contract, then the parties cannot be 

required to accept an award that violates the contract. Either the arbitratorʼs 

covenant of fair dealing is part of the arbitration agreement or it must be explicitly 

waived in the agreement. Unless the contract with the arbitrator allows him 

complete and unfettered discretion in rendering an award, he is required to 

adhere to his covenant of good faith and fair dealing in the consideration of 

evidence and the application of controlling law. This is clearly a material part of 

his contract with the parties that cannot be disregarded. Otherwise the parties 

would be better off flipping a coin. 

 Based upon the limited time the arbitrator spent reviewing both Parties 

post-trial submissions, there is no objective evidence that the arbitrator even 

reviewed the case law supporting the claim that Davis & Feder was negligent as 

a matter of law. Instead, he chose to focus on expert testimony, which was 

superfluous under the established facts of this case. For this reason, the 

evidence indicates that the arbitrator never reached the stage of deciding to 

ignore governing case law. Instead, he went forward based upon his own 

preconceived notions concerning the resolution of this case, which involved a 

disregard of undisputed evidence and the concentration upon expert opinions. By 

doing so, the arbitrator violated his contract with the Parties to adjudicate this 

case in a fundamental fair and unbiased manner. The resulting award exceeded 

the scope of the arbitratorʼs authority and resulted in a significant injustice. 
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Based upon the allegation that the arbitrator was guilty of misconduct in 

refusing to hear evidence material to the controversy and other misconduct, the 

rights of Paige Electric was prejudiced in violation of Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-

23(c) and 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(3). Under federal interpretive case law, the apparent 

refusal of the arbitrator to consider un-refuted evidence establishing Davis & 

Federʼs of negligence as a matter of law and resulting damages was in violation  

of 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(3), which allows an award to be vacated based upon the 

arbitratorʼs refusing to hear evidence pertinent and material to the controversy.100 

Accordingly, Paige Electricʼs challenge to the award under Section 23(d) also 

supports its challenge pursuant to Section 23(c). 

An award was procured by corruption, fraud, or undue means can be 

vacated under Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23(c) and 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(1). The word 

“corruption” can apply to various situations. An abuse of discretion has been 

defined as a type of corrupt gain.101 An abuse of discretion has been defined as 

“A failure to take into proper consideration the facts and law relating to a 

particular matter; an arbitrary or unreasonable departure from precedent and 

settled judicial custom.”102 Under Mississippi law, "undue means" equates to 

intentional malfeasance.103 Additionally, “malfeasance” as been defined as “The 

unjust performance of some act which the party had no right, or which he had 

                                                
100  IDS Life Insurance v Royal Alliance Assoc., 266 F.3d 645, 650 (7th Cir. 2001). 
101  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corruption 
102  West's Encyclopedia of American Law. (2005).  
103  Robinson v. Henne, 115 So.3d 797, 802 (¶ 17) (Miss. 2013). 
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contracted not to do.”104 In this instance, malfeasance has occurred, as the 

arbitrator choose to ignore both the uncontested evidence and the controlling 

case law. Further, the arbitratorʼs failures in his application of law rose above a 

mere mistake in judgment, as he was clearly apprised of the law applicable to the 

undisputed testimony. These circumstances also give rise to justifiable doubts as 

to his impartiality.  

Unfortunately, the conduct of the arbitrator in this instance, William Larry 

Latham, has been subject to prior review by this Court. In Painter v. Regions 

Insurance, Inc.,105 the arbitratorʼs conduct was challenged and proof submitted 

that his award was the result of "undue means" or "misbehavior" within the 

meaning of Mississippi's arbitration statute. While the Court did not condone the 

arbitratorʼs ex parte contact, it could not find that prejudice had resulted from the 

arbitratorʼs conduct. Point being made in this instance is that the arbitrator has a 

record of failing to strictly adhere to his duties under an arbitration agreement. 

 Based upon the foregoing definitions of undue means and malfeasance, 

Paige Electric asserts that the following matters support a finding that the award 

was procured through, corruption, undue means or malfeasance in this instance: 

  a. the arbitrator evidenced intentional malfeasance through his 

refusal to accept that Brisolaraʼs testimony confirms that Davis & Feder was 

negligent as a matter of law based on Brisolaraʼs admissions that he did not 

                                                
104  A Law Dictionary, Adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the United States. By 
John Bouvier. (1856). 
105  2014-CA-00883-SCT (Miss. Sup. Ct., October 8, 2015). 
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conduct either legal research or any factual investigation into Paige Electricʼs 

liens claims for unpaid construction services; 

  b. the arbitrator evidenced apparent intentional malfeasance 

through his refusal to consider that controlling legal authority (based upon 

Brisolaraʼs admissions) required a finding that Davis & Feder was negligent as a 

matter of law in its handling of Paige Electricʼs liens claims for claims for unpaid 

construction services; and 

  c. the arbitrator evidenced intentional malfeasance through his 

refusal to consider evidence that Southern Construction remained solvent 

through at least July 2007 and at a minimum Paige Electric would have 

recovered Ninety-one Thousand Two Hundred Fifty-six and 10/100 Dollars 

($91,256.10), but for Davis and Federʼs lack of diligence and negligence as a 

matter of law. 

Based upon the assertion that there was evident partiality or corruption on 

the part of the arbitrator in violation of Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23(b) and 9 

U.S.C. § 10(a)(2), Paige Electric would show as follows: 

  a. the arbitratorʼs apparent failure to review cited case law 

clearly establishing that Davis & Feder was negligent as a matter of law is 

indicative that the arbitrator had a preconceived opinion in this case that Paige 

Electric was not entitled to any relief; 

  b. the arbitratorʼs documented actions indicate that he had a 

preconceived opinion that he could justify the denial of Paige Electricʼs claim by 
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focusing on the expertsʼ testimony, which was superfluous when negligence as a 

matter of law has been established. 

  c. the arbitratorʼs actions indicate that he had a preconceived 

opinion in this case that the opinions by Davis & Federʼs expert could not be 

refuted;  

  d. the arbitratorʼs actions indicate that he had a preconceived 

opinion in this case that the opinions by Paige Electricʼs expert were inaccurate, 

flawed and not worthy of consideration; and 

  e. the arbitratorʼs records indicate that he refused to consider 

undisputed testimony and evidence that could conceivably support a decision in 

favor of Davis & Feder. 

 The foregoing matters evidence specific violations by the arbitrator of the 

statutory provisions of Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23 and the corollary provisions of 

9 U.S.C. § 10(a) that require the award to be vacated.  

CONCLUSION 

Based upon the undisputed evidence concerning Brisolaraʼs handling of 

this claim and the controlling case law, Davis & Federʼs actions constituted 

professional negligence as a matter of law. However, the arbitrator exceeded his 

authority in this instance and he further refused to hear evidence relevant to 

claims that the attorneys of Davis & Feder were professionally negligent as a 

matter of law. On this basis, the arbitratorʼs award should be considered as 

completely irrational, as there was no support in the record justifying the 
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arbitratorʼs decision in disregard of undisputed evidence. Accordingly, the 

grounds enumerated in Miss. Code Ann. § 11-15-23 provide the basis for 

vacating the award. 

 Additionally, the arbitration clause in the Retainer Agreement is void 

against both public policy and the Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct. 

Davis & Feder ignored its fiduciary duties to a client and to explain or discuss 

with Paige Electric the constitutional rights that are waived through arbitration, 

the arbitration process and limited challenges to an award, and the actual costs 

that could be incurred through arbitration. Not only did Davis & Feder breach its 

fiduciary duties, the failure to disclose the relevant aspects of arbitration rendered 

any alleged consent to be invalid. 

 The arbitration award should be vacated, with instructions to the Circuit 

Court that the entirety of Paige Electricʼs malpractice claims to be tried by a jury, 

or alternatively, that the Circuit Court be instructed to grant Paige Electric a jury 

trial on his malpractice claims related to the handling of the separate claims 

against the hotel owner Hancock Hotels. 

 This the 12th  day of May, 2016. 

       Blewett Thomas   
       BLEWETT W. THOMAS 
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